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Course outline

Warm-up 

■ Fundamentals 

■ Forwarding and routing 

■ Network transport 

Data centers 

■ Data center networking 

■ Data center transport 

Programmability 

■ Software defined networking 

■ Programmable forwarding
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Video 

■ Video streaming 

■ Video stream analytics 

Networking and ML 

■ Networking for ML 

■ ML for networking 

Mobile computing 

■ Wireless and mobile

👈



Learning objectives
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What are the goals of video stream 
analytics?

How can we optimize for these goals?



Video analytics becomes pervasive
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Wild-life cameras: learn 
about the habit of animals

Traffic cameras: monitor 
traffic conditions

Drone cameras: estimate 
the number of objects

Question: given the wide-spread deployment of cameras, how to scale out video analytics?

Most of the time, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are used for object detection/recognition.



Two general solutions
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On-device analytics: 
using a light-weight DNN 
(e.g., SSD-MobileNet-v2)

Cloud-based analytics: use a 
sophisticated DNN (e.g., 
FasterRCNN-ResNet101)

Pros: low latency, low network traffic 
Cons: low analytics accuracy

Pros: high analytics accuracy 
Cons: high latency, high network traffic

Current typical solution is to stream the video to the cloud over the Wide Area Network 
(WAN) while addressing the challenges on latency and network traffic



WAN bandwidth
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WAN bandwidth is scarce (15x smaller than LAN on average for Amazon EC2 cloud, 
60x worst case), expensive (38x more than the servers), and dynamic.



Video stream analytics design goals
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Server-side DNNCamera

Network

Preserve high analytics accuracy 

■ As the server-side DNN is directly inferring on the raw video 

Save network bandwidth  

■ Reduce bandwidth cost 

■ Reduce response delay (as a result of reduced bandwidth per frame)



Bandwidth-accuracy tradeoff landscape
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Bandwidth consumption

Accuracy

On-device analytics Local filtering

Server-based analytics

Can we achieve 
this point?

Better



Opportunties 

Video compression 

■ Reduce the video frame resolution or frame rate 

■ Use different codecs to achieve higher compression ratio 

Content-based filtering 

■ Early discard: filter out irrelevant frames and drop them on device 

■ Object filtering: filter out the relevant objects and send only the part with objects
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Compression

Filtering



Challenges with compression-based approaches
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Manual policy: "If bandwidth is 
insufficient, switch to sending images at 

75% fidelity, then 50% if still not enough."

Application-specific optimizations: 
DASH prioritizes frame rate over 

resolution

Network bandwidth is highly variable, so video streaming should 
be adaptive to bandwidth changes. How?

Bandwidth-accuracy tradeoffs are 
not simply linearly

Not generalizable to other 
applications



Poor generalization of application-specific solutions
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Scenario 1: A surveillance application that detects pedestrians on a busy street

t=0s, small target in far-field views

t=1s, small difference



Poor generalization of application-specific solutions
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Scenario 2: An application that detects objects on a mobile phone

t=0s, nearby and large target

t=1s, large difference due to 
camera movement



Adaptive video stream analytics

Adaptation policies must be 

■ Precise, automatically generated, for each application 

■ Pareto-optimal profile: maximizing application accuracy while satisfying bandwidth requirements
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ACM SIGCOMM 2018



AWStream system overview

Systematic and quantitative adaptations: 
development, profiling, and runtime 

AWStream contributions: 

■ New programming abstractions to express 
adaptation 

■ Automatic data-driven profile 

■ Runtime adaptation balancing freshness (latency) 
and fidelity (accuracy)
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AWStream programming abstraction: operators and APIs
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Follow the convention of stream processing systems

New abstraction for specifying adaptation



AWStream "maybe" operations
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Modular (support combinations)

Support user-defined functions



Data-driven profiling
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let app = Camera::new((1920, 1080), 30)
    .maybe_downsample(vec![(1600, 900), (1280, 720)])
    .maybe_skip(vec![2, 5])
    .map(|frame| pedestrian_detect(frame))
    .compose();

Training data: given different 
values for the control knobs, what 
are the bandwidth and accuracy?



Profile: Pareto optimal
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Pareto-optimality: You cannot further improve one of the 
goals without sacrificing the other

Training data points

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareto_efficiency



AWStream runtime adaptation
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Online profiling can be used to correct the 
drift of the Pareto optimal frontier, but it 

incurs traffic and time overhead!

Check latency spikes to see if 
congestion happens as in BBR



AWStream runtime adaptation
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Rapid growth React to congestion Prob for more bandwidth

The system keeps probing for more bandwidth and maintains a steady state otherwise.



AWStream probing at runtime

Configurations are discrete  

Without probing, applications can jump to the next 
configuration that demands too much bandwidth 
and end up oscillating between configurations. 

Probing (with dummy traffic) stabilizes adaptation
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AWStream results
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AWStream achieves good tradeoff between latency and accuracy.



Opportunties 

Video compression 

■ Reduce the video frame resolution or frame rate 

■ Use different codecs to achieve higher compression ratio 

Content-based filtering 

■ Early discard: filter out irrelevant frames and drop them on device 

■ Object filtering: filter out the relevant objects and send only the part with objects
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Compression

Filtering



Filtering-based approaches
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Objects only occupy less than 20% area of the 
whole frame in over 50% to 80% cases.

Motivation: Around 80% of the pixels in frames can be compressed without hurting accuracy!



Client-side heuristics for filtering
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Problem: Client-side heuristics are not accuracy and thus may miss 
many objects that will not be seen by the server-side DNNs.

Use heuristics 
to filter



Server-informed encoding for filtering
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Problem: These approach can stream all objects, but 
they spend bandwidth on non-objects and require 

several minutes to new content (no real-time capability)

Server decides the 
encoding codec



Motivation for new designs

The video streaming protocol should 

■ Be completely driven by the server-side DNN 
feedback 

■ React to real-time video content 

A chicken-egg problem 

■ Cameras need the server-side feedback of the 
current video to encode the current video 

DDS: DNN-driven streaming 

■ Quickly see the video first and iterate on how to 
encode the video
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ACM SIGCOMM 2020



Feedback regions depend on the analytics results
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Camera field-of-view

When a car just enters the field-of-view of 
the camera, it is too small to be detected 

on low-quality frame. → Need to be 
encoded with high quality

Camera field-of-view

The car become large enough to be 
detected when it reaches the center of the 

camera field-of-view. → No need to be 
encoded with high quality



DDS: DNN-driven streaming
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ServerCamera

Network

Step 1: camera sends a low 
resolution frame to server

Step 2: server detects the areas 
with objects

Step 3: server 
sends the 

feedback region 
(object bounding 
boxes) to camera

Step 4: camera sends the 
original frame within the 
bounding boxes to server

Inference results
Step 5: server applies 

object recognition

An iterative approach for server-based video stream analytics



Challenges in DDS
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How to generate feedback 
regions?

How to reduce end-to-end 
analytics latency?



General guidelines for feedback region generation
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Generate regions that 
may contain objects

Eliminate regions that 
overlap with high-

confidence inference results

Encode remaining regions 
with codec-friendly 

bounding boxes

General idea: DNN finds the region which it is not confident about!



Example: object detection
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Generate regions that 
may contain objects

Eliminate regions that 
overlap with high-

confidence inference results

Encode remaining regions 
with codec-friendly 

bounding boxes

Generate from the intermediate 
output of the DNN (e.g., Faster-

RCNN, YoLo)

DNNs are already 
confident so we can 

eliminate them



Example: semantic segmentation
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Generate regions that 
may contain objects

Eliminate regions that 
overlap with high-

confidence inference results

Encode remaining regions 
with codec-friendly 

bounding boxes

Label each pixel with the sum of 
the probability of all non-

background classes. (Brighter 
the pixel, higher the probability.)

DNNs are already 
confident so we can 

eliminate them



Comparison to other region-based streaming
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High-quality 
regions sent to 

the server

DDS Vigil (MobiCom'15) EAAR (MobiCom'19)

Only sends the regions 
that the DNN is not 

confident with

Sends the regions that the 
DNN is confident with, but 
misses the other regions

Sends all regions regardless 
of the confidence level of 

the DNN

Missed



Challenges in DDS
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How to generate feedback 
regions?

How to reduce end-to-end 
analytics latency?



Breakdown of the end-to-end analytics latency
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90% of the results are returned in the first inference round and can be returned quickly.



DDS results
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DDS is able to achieve the best tradeoff between bandwidth and 
accuracy among all existing solutions, and outperforms AWStream.



Alternative design: remove the server from the critical path
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ServerCamera

Network

Run a smaller DNN at the 
camera for fast response 

on the critical path

Run a larger DNN at the server to 
help the camera-local model to 

achieve high accuracy

Feedback on the non-critical path



Clownfish: hybrid video analytics

Motivation: leverage temporal correlation in video 
content 

■ Video has significant temporal correlation across frames 

■ For window-based inference such as action recognition, 
windows have overlapping frames
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IEEE/ACM SEC 2020

https://linwang.info/docs/sec20-clownfish.pdf



Clownfish design
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Goal: achieve a symbiosis relationship between the edge and the 
cloud for real-time video stream analytics

Challenge 1: How 
to fuse the results?

Challenge 2: What frames 
to send to the cloud?



Clownfish components

Fusion 

■ Use a weighted sum to combine the edge state and the 
current edge analytics results 

■ The weight is obtained by estimating the temporal 
correlation between the frames 

■ Use an exponential smoothing approach to update the edge 
state with intermittent cloud feedbacks 

Filter 

■ Send a frame at context switching points (use the temporal 
correlation to decide the context) 

■ Periodically send frames at a target bandwidth consumption
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Clownfish results
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Clownfish achieves comparable accuracy to the cloud-only solutions with large 
DNNs and real-time throughput (30fps) as in the edge-only solutions.



Final bonus assignment
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ServerCamera

Network

Goal: guarantee the end-to-end latency is no more than 33ms

Possible adaptation knobs: 
- Frame resolution  
- DNN model size

Bandwidth 

Task: design a control logo at the 
camera to achieve the goal!

10 points max.

If you have some ideas, come talk to us and we can make a plan!



Summary

What are the goals of video stream analytics? 

■ Achieve high analytics accuracy 

■ Save network bandwidth 

■ Reduce analytics latency 

How to optimize for these goals 

■ AWStream: explore and conduct automatic tradeoff between bandwidth and accuracy 

■ DDS: ask the DNN to give a quick feedback to decide the streaming strategy 

■ Clownfish: remove the server (or the cloud) from the critical path and use it only for accuracy improvements
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Next time: networking for ML
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How to design networked systems to better support 
machine learning applications?


